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What kind of behaviors are  

Sexual Harrassment? 

We interact with people day-by-day, but unacceptable 

behaviors in the forms of unwelcome and sexual attention are 

in fact, sexual harassment. Can you distinguish them from 

those listed below? Please mark in the box next to 

the statement.  

 

□ Whistling to others      

□ Gazing the body of your friends 

□ Inquiring the virginity of others 

□ Patting shoulders of others 

□ Tickling underarms of others 

□ Pulling pony tails of classmates 

□ Asking menstrual period of female friends 

□ Peaking test results of others 

□ Hitting bottoms of others 

□ Teasing over-sized buttocks of female friends 

□ Reading pornography in public area 

□ Reading wedding photos in public area 

□ Blowing air to ears of others 

□ Blowing bubble gum in front of classmates 
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Reference: What kind of behaviors are Sexual Harrassment? 

 

□ 
Whistling to others  

Because: It highly depends on the situation. If you’re purely 

whistling melody of a song, it’s not a problem. But if the sounds 

displayed suggestive or sexual attention and made people feel 

uncomfortable, then it could be considered as sexual harassment. 

  

 Gazing the body of your friends  

Because：Gazing at others of a sexual nature is sexual harassment. 

  

 Inquiring the virginity of others  

Because: It is verbal harassment if you inquired an individual’s 

privacy in sexual nature. 

 

□ 
Patting shoulders of others  

Because: This is okay if you pat shoulders of your good friends, but 

if the action was displayed in sexual attention, and made people feel 

uncomfortable, then it could be considered as sexual harassment. 

 

 Tickling underarms of others  

Because: Unless both of you treat it as a game between friends, 

otherwise body contact e.g., touching the breasts of a female friend 

that cause uncomfortable feeling, is sexual harassment. 

  

□ 
Pulling pony tails of classmates  

Because: This is not sexual harassment. But image how you would 

feel if someone pulled your own pony tail. You should not continue 

and stop such behavior. 

 

 Asking menstrual period of female friends  

Because: This is verbal harassment because such question is about 

a person’s privacy which makes people feel embarrassed and 

awkwardness.  

 

□ 
Peaking test results of others  

Because: This is not sexual harassment. But students should pay 

mutual respect to others, and therefore, do not read any personal 

documents of others without their consent. 
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 Hitting bottoms of others  

Because: Unless both of you treat it as a game between friends, 

otherwise body contact that cause embarrassment is sexual 

harassment. 

  

 Teasing over-sized buttocks of female friends  

Because: Giving comments of a sexual nature about a person’s 

body is sexual harassment. 

 

 Reading pornography in public area  

Because: To display explicit material in sexual nature, such as 

pornography, is sexual harassment. 

 

□ 
Reading wedding photos in public area  

Because: Reading wedding photos in public area is an acceptable 

behavior and of course not sexual harassment. 

 

 Blowing air to ears of others  

Because: If it was displayed together with other behaviors in a 

sexual nature, then it could be considered as sexual harassment.  

 

□ 
Blowing bubble gum in front of classmates  

Because：This is not sexual harassment. But do aware with the 

hygiene and dispose the chewed gum properly.  

 

  


